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Abstract. In this paper we describe a screening approach for speech/
language analysis using learned, at connectionist representations. For

investigating this approach we built a hybrid connectionist system us-

ing a large number of connectionist and symbolic modules. Our system
SCREEN1 learns a at syntactic and semantic analysis of incremental

streams of word hypothesis sequences. In this paper we focus on tech-

niques for improving the quality of pruned hypotheses from a speech
recognizer using acoustic, syntactic, and semantic knowledge. We show

that the developed architecture is able to cope with real-world sponta-

neously spoken language in an incremental and parallel manner.

1 Introduction

Processing real-world spontaneously spoken language in computational models

causes more problems than the analysis of written texts since spontaneous lan-

guage is often irregular, faulty and heterogeneous. Besides the \noise" produced

by a human speaker (interjections, pauses, repetitions, repairs, restarts, etc.)

there is also noise induced by the faulty output of the speech recognizer. In

this article we will describe an approach which combines real-world speech and

language processing based on a hybrid connectionist learning system.

Several connectionist learning techniques have been used for text analysis in

the past. McClelland, Kawamoto and Miikulainen used connectionist learning

for case role analysis [9, 12]. Syntactic tagging with a connectionist learning ap-

proach has been studied by Hanson and Kegl [4]. Furthermore, Elman and Mozer

examined sequence processing [3, 13], McMillan, Mozer, Towell, and Shavlik

dealt with rule induction [10, 15] and Wermter investigated a scanning under-

standing of complex phrases [25]. These connectionist approaches concentrated

on written text while our approach in this paper deals with real-world sponta-

neously spoken language analysis. Only recently there has been more interest

in speech/language integration [5, 8, 16, 17, 18]. However most approaches have

not yet explored connectionist learning techniques of at syntactic and semantic

representations for improving the quality of speech/language analysis.

1 Symbolic Connectionist Robust EnterprisE for Natural language



Di�erent techniques have to be used for analyzing spoken language than for

analyzing text. In particular, we consider the following general properties as

important for analyzing spoken language.

Learning: Spontaneous language is often irregular. Therefore it is di�cult

to design rules which are able to cope with unrestricted real-world spontaneous

language utterances. Therefore, we decided to use learning techniques which are

able to generalize. Another advantage of a learning approach is that a system

built for a speci�c domain can be ported easier to another domain.

Fault-tolerant processing: Connectionist learning approaches are able to cope

with irregularities. Since spontaneous language contains phenomena like repairs,

interjections, pauses, repetitions, false starts, ungrammatical constructions, and

unforeseeable semantic constructions it is necessary to deal with them in a fault-

tolerant manner. Some local irregularities can be dealt with by the inherent

fault-tolerance of connectionist learning models while other often occurring ir-

regularities can bene�t from the design of specialized error-detection modules.

Flat screening analysis: Since spontaneous language utterances possess very

di�erent constructions it is di�cult to design a high level interpretation which is

general enough to cover all utterances. Therefore, the interpretation level should

be rather close to a at syntactic and semantic analysis for the integration with

speech recognition since a deep interpretation level is too restrictive for faulty

spontaneous language.

Based on these principles we designed and implemented the incremental and

parallel hybrid connectionist architecture SCREEN for speech/language integra-

tion [23]. It uses a large number of connectionist networks but also a number

of symbolic modules for rather simple tasks (like for instance the comparison of

two words). Connectionist networks support learning, fault-tolerance, and at

screening analysis that we identi�ed as being essential for the integration of

speech/language analysis.

Current speech-recognizers compute word hypotheses which form a word

graph. The huge number of paths through a word graph often exceeds the com-

putational capacities for further syntactic and semantic analysis. Therefore the

search space of a word graph has to be pruned. This can be done with an acous-

tic score computed by the speech recognizer. Unfortunately the acoustic score

alone does not give enough evidence for good sentence hypotheses. Flat syntactic

and semantic analysis provides additional knowledge for testing whether a given

path is syntactically or semantically more plausible than another one in order

to reduce the search space of good hypotheses which have to be interpreted.

SCREEN is a new hybrid connectionist system for the at syntactic and se-

mantic analysis of spontaneous speech. First we have explored the feasibility of

dealing with spontaneous language using transcripts [20, 23]. After these prelim-

inary successful case studies with transcripts we extended the SCREEN system

to processing streams of word hypotheses generated by a speech recognizer. In

this paper we describe the system architecture, give a description of the at

representations, point out the advantages of a screening analysis for improving

the quality of hypotheses, and provide a detailed analysis of the running system.



2 From acoustics to at syntactic and semantic analysis

2.1 The output of a speech recognizer

Acoustic signals are transformed to word hypotheses by a speech recognizer. Cur-

rent speech recognizers produce many di�erent word hypotheses for an acoustic

signal. Typically the output of a speech recognizer is a list of word hypotheses

(table 1) which represent a word graph (�gure 1). The list consists of a start-time

and an end-time in seconds, the recognized German word (in this paper with

its literal English translation), and an acoustic score which gives the acoustic

plausibility in the range from 0.0 (unplausible) to 1.0 (plausible).

The word graph can be constructed from the word hypotheses by connecting

a word hypothesis with end-time X with an immediately following word hypoth-

esis with start-time X+0.01s. For instance, the �rst word hypothesis in table

1 \#PAUSE#" (end-time 0.14s) can be connected with the word hypothesis

\sch�onen" or \sch�on" (\�ne"; start-times 0.15s). In table 1 and �gure 1 we have

chosen a rather small list of word hypotheses to be able to show the full word

graph and to illustrate the principle of improving the quality of sentence hy-

potheses with at syntactic and semantic knowledge. Usually word graphs are

much bigger and the necessity for pruning is much more obvious.

start time end time word hypothesis score by speech-recognizer

0.00 0.14 #PAUSE# 4.074477e-16

0.15 0.44 sch�onen (fine) 8.200215e-15

0.15 0.44 sch�on (fine) 8.200215e-15

0.45 0.62 bis (until) 1.479265e-13

0.63 0.83 dann (then) 7.858106e-17

0.63 0.83 sollen (should) 1.900592e-17

0.63 0.84 dann (then) 6.550429e-17

0.63 0.87 sollen (should) 4.126975e-17

0.63 0.87 dann (then) 8.347788e-17

0.84 1.02 drauf (on) 1.626915e-17

0.85 0.87 <NIB> not recognized 5.582233e-30

0.88 1.02 auf (good) 4.482144e-17

1.03 1.57 Wiedersehen (bye) 1.168121e-14

1.58 3.04 #PAUSE# 7.456669e-09

Table 1. Word hypotheses for sentence \Fine, until then, good bye". Note that for

illustration and didactic reasons we have chosen an extremely simpli�ed

word graph with a small number of word hypotheses.

Following the edges of the word graph we can build sentence hypotheses.

There are plausible hypotheses like \Sch�on bis dann auf Wiedersehen" (\Fine

until then good bye") or syntactically and semantically implausible ones like



#PAUSE#
4.07e-160.00-0.14

schönen (fine)
8.20e-150.15-0.44

schön (fine)
8.20e-150.15-0.44

bis (until)
1.48e-130.45-0.62

dann (then)
7.85e-170.63-0.83

sollen (should)
1.90e-170.63-0.83

dann (then)
6.55e-170.63-0.84

sollen (should)
4.13e-170.63-0.87

dann (then)
8.35e-170.63-0.87

drauf (on)
1.62e-170.84-1.02

<NIB>
5.58e-300.85-0.87

auf (good)
4.48e-170.88-1.02

Wiedersehen (bye)
1.17e-141.03-1.57

#PAUSE#
7.46e-091.58-3.04

Fig. 1. Word graph for the word hypotheses from table 1.

\Sch�onen bis sollen drauf Wiedersehen" (\Fine until should on bye"). However

both sentence hypotheses have an average acoustic score of about 2.4e-14 per

word hypothesis so that the acoustic score does not give enough evidence for

favoring a particular sentence hypothesis. Furthermore, this example illustrates

that the syntactic and semantic processing has to be fault-tolerant to cope with

such unforeseeable irregular input.

2.2 Flat syntactic and semantic analysis

For dealing with faulty spontaneous input we decided to use a at syntactic

and semantic representation (see �gure 2 for a simple example of at represen-

tations). We use 13 di�erent syntactic categories for representing words (Noun,

pronoUn, adJective, Verb, Adverb, pReposition, Conjunction, Determiner,

nuMeral, Interjection, Past participle, pause (/), and Other) and 20 di�er-

ent semantic categories (statements of being (IS), having (HAVE), meeting

(MEET), moving (MOVE), and AUXiliary; SUGgestions, SELections, and

UTTERances; PHYSical, ABStract, and ANIMate objects; time or loca-

tion points (HERE), SouRCes, and DESTinations; LOCation and TIME;

NegatiOns, agreements (YES), and QUESTions; unspeci�c semantics (NIL)).

Furthermore, we use 8 abstract syntactic and 17 abstract semantic categories for

the analysis at the phrase level. Since the at syntactic and semantic analysis is

learned, the approach does not crucially rely on these particular categories [24].

A more detailed description of these categories and at syntactic and semantic

analysis can be found in previous work [20, 23].



Sch�on bis dann auf Wiedersehen

(Fine) (until) (then) (good) (bye)

Basic syntax adjective preposition adverb preposition noun

semantics yes here time nil nil

Abstract syntax modus group prepositional group prepositional group

semantics con�rmation time at miscellaneous

Fig. 2. Utterance with its at representations. Note that the categories refer to the

German utterance and cannot correspond correctly to the literal English word

translation in all cases.

3 Architecture for speech/language integration

For fault-tolerant incremental speech processing and at language analysis we

developed the SCREEN system. The system currently contains six main parts.

The parts are the speech construction part for constructing sentence hypotheses

from word hypotheses delivered by a speech-recognizer, the speech evaluation

part for computing syntactic and semantic plausibilities needed for choosing the

best sentence hypotheses, the category part for at syntactic and semantic anal-

ysis at the word and phrase level, the correction part for detecting and dealing

with often occurring errors (repairs) in spontaneous language, the subclause part

for detecting subclauses, and �nally the case frame part for providing case frame

representations of an utterance.

All parts consist of several modules which are either connectionist or sym-

bolic. All modules communicate via a common message structure and allow

parallel and incremental processing. The communication mechanism does not

distinguish between symbolic and connectionist modules and is the basis for in-

tegration in our hybrid connectionist architecture SCREEN. The main goal in

SCREEN is to push connectionist learning and a at screening analysis as far

as possible in order to provide fault-tolerant processing.

In previous work we gave a detailed description and analysis of the category

part for at syntactic [23] and semantic analysis [20] as well as the correction part

[19] so that we will not go into details of the syntactic and semantic analysis here.

In this article we will explain and discuss the new speech-related parts (speech

construction part and speech evaluation part) within the general architecture.

3.1 Speech construction part

The speech construction part forms the interface between the speech recognizer2

and the at screening analysis3. Therefore the incremental stream of incoming

2 Currently we use word hypotheses provided by our project partners at the University
of Karlsruhe and the University of Hamburg.

3 The speech recognizer and the speech construction part communicate via the

INTARC/ICE communication environment [1].



syntactic/semantic hypotheses

 0.45 0.62         bis (until)        1.479265e-13
 0.15 0.44       schön (fine)         8.200215e-15
 0.15 0.44     schönen (fine)         8.200215e-15

 0.63 0.83        dann (then)         7.858106e-17

 0.63 0.84        dann (then)         8.347788e-17

 0.00 0.14     #PAUSE#                4.074477e-16

current word hypothesis

 0.63 0.87      sollen (should)       4.126975e-17

 0.63 0.83      sollen (should)       1.900592e-17

 0.63 0.87        dann (then)         8.347788e-17

 1.58 3.04     #PAUSE#                7.456669e-09

word hypotheses generated by speech recognizer:

     from speech recognizer

 0.84 1.02       drauf (after)        1.626915e-17

word hypotheses

 0.85 0.87       <NIB> not recognized 5.582233e-30
 0.88 1.02         auf (good)         4.482144e-17

pruning of

 1.03 1.57 Wiedersehen (bye)          1.168121e-14

with syntax
semantics and

hypotheses

analysis
semantic
syntactic and
flat
learned

constructed word hypotheses sequences:

....
Schön bis  dann (Fine until then)2.

1. Schönen bis  dann (Fine until then)

acoustics

speech evaluation part category part

correction part

case frame part subclause part

speech sequence construction part

Schönen
(nice)
J MG
NIL MISC

Schön
(good)
J MG
YES CONF TM-AT

PG

TM-AT
PG

dann
(then)
A
TIME

dann
(then)
A
TIME[MISC]

[PG]

[TM-AT]
[PG]

two word hypotheses sequences:

1.

2.

....

bis
(until)
R
HERE

bis
(until)
R
HERE

                  to further analysis

Fig. 3. Overview of the SCREEN system with example word hypotheses from tab.1.

word hypotheses is combined to an incremental stream of sentence hypotheses

(see �gure 3). These incremental partial sentence hypotheses become part of

SCREEN's hypothesis space. The hypothesis space is pruned based on a combi-

nation of the acoustic plausibility (given by the speech recognizer), the syntactic

plausibility, and the semantic plausibility (computed by modules of the speech

evaluation part, see section 3.3). A sentence hypothesis may be dropped from the
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Fig. 4. Overview of the speech evaluation and categorization parts.

hypothesis space if its plausibility is too low or if it cannot be completed by any

of the observed word hypotheses from the speech recognizer. The speech con-

struction part combines the processing of individual sentence hypotheses with

the parallel computation of competitive sequence hypotheses in the hypothesis

space.

3.2 Categorization part

The computation of the syntactic and semantic plausibility of a partial sen-

tence hypothesis depends on the basic syntactic disambiguation (BAS-SYN-DIS)

and the basic semantic disambiguation (BAS-SEM-DIS). These disambiguations

are also input for the abstract categorization modules which compute a phrase

delimiter (PHRASE-START), abstract syntactic phrase categories (ABS-SYN-

CAT), and abstract semantic phrase categories (ABS-SEM-CAT). Furthermore

the output of the disambiguation is input to the prediction modules of the speech

evaluation part.

The disambiguation in the modules BAS-SYN-DIS and BAS-SEM-DIS is

based on simple recurrent networks and a syntactic and semantic lexicon (see

�gure 5). The current word of a sentence hypothesis is retrieved from the lexicon

with its potentially ambiguous representation. The ambiguous representation is

input to the network. The category of the unit with the highest activation in

the output layer is chosen as the disambiguated category of the current word.

The context layer from the previous disambiguations allows previous words to

inuence the current sentence hypothesis.



syntactic lexicon

                  conjunction)

ambiguous representation
of "bis" (preposition, adverb,

N J A M I P O /

input-layer

N V A R C U D M I P O /

bis

conjunction
adverb
preposition

(until)
bis

(fine)
schön
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C D

context-layer

U
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units13
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hidden-layer
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units
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14*14
conn.

current sequence

Fig. 5. Basic syntactic disambiguation for the sentence hypothesis \Sch�on bis � � �"
(\Fine until � � �").

3.3 Speech evaluation part

The speech evaluation part computes the incremental syntactic and seman-

tic plausibility of a sentence hypothesis. It uses the modules SYN-SPEECH-

ERROR, SEM-SPEECH-ERROR, BAS-SYN-PRE, and BAS-SEM-PRE (see

�gure 6). The output of the BAS-SYN-PRE (resp. BAS-SEM-PRE) module is a

vector of plausibilities for the prediction of categories. For instance the categories

Noun,Delimiter, and nuMeral are very plausible to follow \bis" (\until") in �g-

ure 7 while Adverb, Interjection, Past participle, and Other are less plausible

but still possible. For computing a syntactic (resp. semantic) sentence plausibility

based on possible category plausibilities we need to select a particular category.

Since BAS-SYN-DIS (resp. BAS-SEM-DIS) disambiguates the categories we take

the plausibility of the prediction vector for that category, which was found by

the disambiguation network. This selection is done by SYN-SPEECH-ERROR

for the syntactic sentence plausibility and by SEM-SPEECH-ERROR for the

semantic sentence plausibility. If the syntactic category of the occurring current

word is among the predicted syntactic categories at the directly preceding word,

then this sentence hypothesis is considered plausible, otherwise implausible.
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Fig. 6. Computing the syntactic plausibility for a sentence hypothesis.

context-layer

RA C U M

input-layer
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C

V D

output-layer

RAVJN

units13

14*13 connections

hidden-layer

units

units

2*14
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14*14
conn.

disambiguated representation of "bis" ("until") from BAS-SYN-DIS

Fig. 7. Basic syntactic prediction for the sentence hypothesis \Sch�on bis � � �" (\Fine

until � � �"). The basic syntactic categories were explained in section 2.2.

4 Improvement in the hypothesis space

In this section we illustrate the performance of learning a at basic syntac-

tic and semantic disambiguation and prediction. The overall performance for

training and test sets is illustrated in table 2. The results for BAS-SYN-DIS,



BAS-SEM-DIS, BAS-SYN-PRE, and BAS-SEM-PRE are based on a training

set of 813 training words from 64 training sentences and 1543 test words from

120 unknown test sentences. We count a training or test instance as assigned

correctly if the output unit with the maximal activation is equal to the de-

sired category; otherwise we count it as an error. For the prediction networks

we count if the desired category is within the categories with the highest �ve

activations. This is necessary since words from more than one syntactic category

can follow a particular word. Our results illustrate that 85%{97% of the training

and 72%{89% of the test set have been learned. This performance allows us to

use these networks in the speech evaluation part for the syntactic and seman-

tic plausibility computation. Based on these combined acoustic, syntactic, and

semantic plausibilities, �rst preliminary tests on 184 sentences show that the

quality of the selected sentence hypotheses of the system could be increased by

about 30% using acoustic and syntactic plausibilities and by about 50% using

acoustic, syntactic, and semantic plausibilities.

Module No. of units correct assignments

I H O train test

BAS-SYN-DIS 13 14 13 97% 89%
BAS-SEM-DIS 20 14 20 95% 83%

BAS-SYN-PRE 13 14 13 89% 81%

BAS-SEM-PRE 20 14 20 85% 72%

Table 2. Training and generalization performance for disambiguation and predic-

tion networks

5 The running system

In this section we describe the runtime behavior of SCREEN and we illustrate

the at analysis. Figure 8 gives an example of the SCREEN environment. Each

horizontal stream represents a single sentence hypothesis from the hypothesis

space. If there are more hypotheses in the hypothesis space than can be displayed

they can be made visible by using the vertical scroll bar. The horizontal scroll

bar is used for sentence hypotheses which are longer than the current display.

The buttons allow the system to be stopped at a particular step for a deeper

analysis of the system results.

Each word hypothesis of a sentence hypothesis is represented by a number

of units. These units represent the at syntactic and semantic analysis and the

con�dence for the sentence up to the current word. While the displayed units only

show the highest activation for a categorization their contents can be inspected

in more detail by a mouse click to a displayed unit. Then a zoom window occurs

which displays all output units for a categorization (see bottom of �gure 8).
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Fig. 8. Snapshot for sentence \Fine, until then, see you". Note that the categories

refer to German rather than English. The abbreviations are: AdJective,

pReposition, Adverb, Noun, Verb; Modus Group, Preposition Group, Verb

Group, Special Group; NIL or unspeci�c semantic, HERE time or location,

TIME object, YES or agreement, AUXiliary statement; MISCellaneous,

TiMe-AT, CONFIRMation. The white boxes in the second displayed sen-

tence are zoomed and shown below the SCREEN window. The abbreviations

for the right zoom window are: Overall plausibility for the SEQUence up to

the current word, SYNtactical resp. SEMantical plausibility, acoustic score
from the SPEECH-recognizer.

For each word hypothesis there are �ve activations as square boxes and one

as vertical bar. If a word starts a new phrase the vertical bar is �lled; its length

corresponds to the activation for the phrase-delimiter detector. The upper left

box shows the basic syntactic category for the word, the lower left the basic

semantic category. The upper right box shows the abstract syntactic category

for a phrase; the lower right the abstract semantic category for a phrase. Based

on previous experiments [21, 22] it is advisable to take the leftmost abstract

syntactic category of a phrase as �nal syntactic interpretation for the whole

phrase and the rightmost semantic abstract category of a phrase as �nal semantic



interpretation of the phrase. The rightmost box shows the combined syntactic,

semantic, and acoustic plausibility for the sentence up to the current word.

Figure 8 shows a part of the hypothesis space for the sentence \Fine, un-

til then, good bye". The �rst hypothesis produced for the sentence \Sch�on, bis

dann, auf Wiedersehen" (\Fine, until then, good bye") is \Sch�onen, bis dann, auf

Wiedersehen" (\Fine, until then, good bye") which is syntactically and seman-

tically correct although it contains a minor inection incorrectness in German

endings. Additional morphological knowledge could be used to avoid such cases.

Now we will look at the second best proposed sentence hypothesis. The sen-

tence starts with the word \Sch�on" (\Fine") which is identi�ed as adJective and

agreement (YES). The system interprets this word as a phrase which is a CON-

FIRMation and aModus Group. CONFidence values for all words within the

displayed hypothesis space are very high since implausible sentence hypothe-

ses are dropped from the hypothesis space. The second word \bis" (\until") is a

pReposition and a time or location point (HERE). It introduces the new phrase

\bis dann" (\until then"). The starting phrase is a Prepositional Group. The

second word of this phrase is the Adverb \dann" (\then") which is a TIME-

statement. The phrase determines a TiMe-AT which something happens. The

�nal phrase is \auf Wiedersehen" (\good bye") which is a Prepositional Group

introduced by the pReposition \auf" (\good") and aMISCellaneous-statement.

The semantics for the word \auf" (\good") is unspeci�c (NIL). The �nal word

\Wiedersehen" (\bye") is found to be a Noun also with unspeci�c semantics

(NIL) in this domain since it belongs to a MISCellaneous \politeness formu-

la".

6 Discussion and related work

Learning: Our system di�ers from symbolic parsers, like for instance that of

Mellish [11], and structured connectionist parsers, like that of Howells [6], in

its ability to learn. As we have pointed out learning is essential for processing

faulty real-world spontaneous language. Learning reduces knowledge engineering,

avoids the design of a rule base and increases the portability of a system.

Fault-tolerance: Fault tolerance is extremely important for spoken language

analysis because of spontaneity, irregularity and unforeseen input. Since the

number of occurring errors and unforeseen constructions is unrestricted, a system

must be able to deal with them without breaking. SCREEN possesses an explicit

fault-tolerance represented by the modules of the correction part as well as an

implicit fault-tolerance based on the inherent fault-tolerance and the similarity-

based processing of connectionist networks [14].

Screening analysis with at representations: We have developed and imple-

mented a screening approach to speech/language analysis with a modular hybrid

connectionist architecture. The system does a at fault-tolerant syntactic analy-

sis and semantic analysis of real-world spontaneous language. Within the screen-

ing approach we use a at learned, fault-tolerant interpretation. The screening

analysis is the basis for further analysis, for instance at translation, functional



grammar analysis as well as for the syntactic and semantic improvement of the

hypothesis space.

The related work that is probably closest to ours is the PARSEC system [7].

PARSEC is a hybrid connectionist system and part of the speech translation

system JANUS [17]. The aim of PARSEC is to generate case role representa-

tions based on sentences. It possesses several connectionist modules which trigger

symbolic transformation rules. In contrast SCREEN o�ers also the opportunity

of explicit fault tolerance in the correction part and SCREEN works on an incre-

mental stream of real-world word hypotheses rather than manually transcribed

sentences [7].

Hybrid Architecture: SCREEN is one of the �rst modular hybrid connection-

ist systems which integrate speech and language processing by using learned

connectionist at representations. We try to use connectionist networks wher-

ever possible but also use symbolic processing wherever necessary. The system

control structure and the message passing have been implemented symbolically

as well as several small modules for simple equality tests. The connectionist

modules have a symbolic interface and use a general message structure for com-

munication. Therefore from the outside of the modules there is no di�erence

between symbolic and connectionist modules. Modular hybrid architectures in

other approaches have also been proven to be useful for common sense reasoning

[14] and hybrid text processing [25].

Parallelism: Parallel processing is possible at di�erent levels. First, there is

the inherent parallelism of connectionist networks within the modules. Second,

at the module level there are many modules running in parallel. Finally, sentence

hypotheses in the hypothesis space can be processed in parallel.

Incrementality: Our approach is designed for incremental analysis. That is,

we start the analysis with the �rst incoming word hypotheses from the speech

recognizer. This allows us to integrate knowledge from the at syntactic and

semantic analysis for improving the hypothesis space. Therefore it is possible to

reduce the hypothesis space at very early stages. The incremental analysis also

allows SCREEN to start with further processing as early as possible.

7 Conclusions

We have described SCREEN, a hybrid connectionist system for incremental spo-

ken language analysis. We have shown that at connectionist analysis can be

used to improve the choice of good sentence hypotheses. The system is based on

the key principles of learning, fault-tolerant processing, and at screening anal-

ysis. Based on the concepts in SCREEN we argue for a hybrid solution for the

integration of speech and language processing. We use connectionist networks

wherever possible and symbolic computation wherever necessary. The learned

representation makes it easy to port the system to other corpora and domains.

The fault-tolerance allows SCREEN to deal with irregularities generated by a

human or a speech recognizer. Furthermore, the at representations provide a

new basis for speech/language processing, and support the acoustic, syntactic

and semantic processing of real-world spoken utterances.
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